
CLASS TITLE: MODERN STAINED GLASS QUILT DAY/TIME:  THU all day 

INSTRUCTOR:   Judy Kavanagh 407-625-0949 

SKILL LEVEL:   Confident Beginner   NO FEE                      

DESCRIPTION:    

SUPPLIES: 

 Routine sewing and cutting supplies 

 Sewing machine, manual, cord 

 Twin sewing needle (shank that fits your machine) width: 4mm is perfect. 3 mm will 
also work. Needle size doesn’t matter as much, 75, 80, even 90 will work.  

 Bias tape makers. You need two: ¼” and either ½”  or ¾” (I like the ¾) 

 Piecing thread of your choice, neutral color 

 Thread that matches your dark fabric in black, navy, dark gray, brown 

 Six safety pins (or the number of blocks you plan to make)  

 Scrap paper or post it notes 

 Batting. Small crib size for class project or larger if you plan a bigger end project. 
Yes bring to class. You can always connect batting.  

 Quilt backing. Yes, bring to class.  

 You will need binding after the class for traditional or or other techniques.  

 Fabrics: Pressed.  

 



1. Dark fabric. Black, navy, dark gray, brown. (This is for the lead lines in the stained 
glass. ½ yard, more if you are making a large quilt. Some scraps are ok as we will 
be cutting small strips.)  
*Cut several ½” strips for making the ¼” bias.  

* If you have a ¾” maker, cut a strip 1 3/8” strip. If you have the ½” maker, cut a 

15/16” strip. Not both wider strips 

OPTION: You can also buy ¼” double fold bias tape and bring some fabric of the 

same color to make the ¾ or ½” strips. I think self made strips look nicer, match 

better and is less expensive.  

 

2. Colored fabrics. At least six pieces of different colored fabrics. See below tips.  
Do choose fabrics that go well together, consider one “zinger”. For our stained 

glass look tone on tone or solids look the best.  

Decide how many blocks you want to make. That is how many fabric pieces you 

need. For class we will make a 6 block wall hanging or table runner (2 x 3 or  1 x 6), so 

you need 6 pieces of fabric. 9, 12, 16, 20 block projects, using that number of fabric 

pieces. You can repeat some fabrics if using 12, 16, or 20 fabrics 

Fabric can be pre-cut fabric pieces such as 10” layer cake or 18x22” fat quarters. 

You can also use yardage to cut any other size: 12”, 15”, 18” squares. Be aware that fat 

quarters will result in a rectangular block and squares will yield square blocks. Block 

sizes will vary depending on the size piece you start with and number of cuts you make.  

 


